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Abstract

Named Entity Recognition (NER) constitutes a popular machine learning technique that empowers several natural

language processing applications. As with other machine learning applications, NER models have been shown to

be susceptible to gender bias. The latter is often assessed using benchmark datasets, which in turn are curated

specifically for a given Natural Language Processing (NLP) task. In this work, we investigate the robustness of

benchmark templates to detect gender bias and propose a novel method to improve the curation of such datasets.

The method, based on masked token prediction, aims to filter out benchmark templates with a higher probability

of detecting gender bias in NER models. We tested the method for English and German, using the corresponding

fine-tuned BERT base model (cased) as the NER model. The gender gaps detected with templates classified as

appropriate by the method were statistically larger than those detected with inappropriate templates. The results

were similar for both languages and support the use of the proposed method in the curation of templates designed

to detect gender bias.

Keywords:BERT, masked token prediction, gender gap

1. Introduction

Assessment of gender bias in language models

(LMs) has been performed in several previous

studies through the use of benchmark datasets,

with bias being detected at the model prediction

level (Zhao et al., 2018; Rudinger et al., 2018;

Webster et al., 2018; Kiritchenko and Moham-

mad, 2018; Stanovsky et al., 2019; Escudé Font

and Costa-jussà, 2019; Costa-jussà et al., 2020;

Mehrabi et al., 2020). Despite of the large num-

ber of such benchmark datasets, their curation

remains a challenge, as they are specifically tai-

lored to test a particular use case scenario, e.g.,

they support a particular NLP task and/or are of

a particular language register. Thus, there is no

‘one size fits all’ approach, and curating bench-

mark datasets can still be a time-consuming and

resource-intensive task. The evaluation of gen-

der bias is particularly important in the context

of NER, as the latter is widely used to detect,

among other things, person entities. Previous re-

search has shown that NER models are sensi-

tive to the context in which entities are embed-

ded, a result with implications also for bias assess-

ment using benchmark datasets. For NER, espe-

cially Bidirectional Encoder Representations from

Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) have

been shown to achieve excellent performance on

common NER datasets, such as OntoNotes 5.0

and CoNLL-2003 (Li et al., 2022). However, de-

spite these remarkable results, two adversarial at-

tack studies showed that BERT models for NER

are sensitive to the context of entities (Simoncini

and Spanakis, 2021; Dirkson et al., 2022). In both

studies, adversarial attacks were successfully per-

formed, causing the model to incorrectly predict

the named entities after manipulating the context

of the entities at the character, word, or sentence

level. In light of this research, it is important to

examine, in benchmark templates used to assess

gender bias in BERT models, the context in which

entities are immersed, as well as to investigate

How to evaluate whether templates are appropri-

ate for bias assessment?.

The experimental work presented here provides,

to the best of our knowledge, one of the first

investigations into the robustness of benchmark

datasets for NER and on how such datasets can

be hardened for bias detection. We propose a

method for filtering benchmark data, which we

will here call the ‘Fill-Mask Templates Filter’. The

method aims to identify benchmark templates that

have a higher probability of detecting gender bias

in BERT-based NER models, thus enabling more

resource-efficient curation of benchmark datasets

through low-cost pre-filtering of the templates.

The Fill-Mask Templates filter proposed here is

based on masked token prediction and tested on

language-specific BERT (BERT-base-cased; De-
vlin et al. (2019)) models, fine-tuned for NER on

WikiNEuRal (Tedeschi et al., 2021) for English and

German. These languages were chosen because

the gender context plays a different role in these

two languages (in German, for example, gender is

implicit in other context words), and the research

group has linguistic expertise in both English and

German.
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The effectiveness of the proposed Fill-Mask Tem-

plates Filter is evaluated by computing the false

negative rate (FNR) during person-type entity de-

tection and by assessing the gender gap based on

all 411,000 unique permutations of 300 different

templates. Finally, we examine the templates for

lexical complexity and linguistic features and com-

pare these for the templates that passed/failed the

Fill-Mask Templates Filter.

The paper is organized as follows: In the following

section, we present related work, which is divided

into two parts. The first part deals with the ex-

isting research on the evaluation of bias in BERT

models based on predicted token probability, while

the second part deals with work analyzing BERTs

ability to identify entities by their contextual infor-

mation. In the third section we describe the Fill-

Mask Templates Filter, which forms the method-

ology used here to filter benchmark data. The

experimental implementation, described in Sec-

tion 4, starts with the specification of pre-trained

base models and their fine-tuning for NER. It then

proceeds to the curation of the benchmark data

and concludes with the computation of the gender

gaps. The results are presented in the fifth sec-

tion, and in Section 6 we discuss, in face of the

results obtained, the robustness and reliability of

the data-related benchmark approaches for bias

testing of LMs. In the seventh section we draw the

conclusions of the study and provide an outlook

for future work. Finally, in Section 8, we outline

the limitations of this work, and in Section 9 we

address the ethical implications.

2. Related Work

Given the lack of published research on the ro-

bustness of benchmark templates for bias as-

sessment, this section provides a brief overview

of the work worth mentioning in the context of

the current study. In the following, we focus

on previous research that addresses two as-

pects that inspired our work: (i) bias research by

means of token probability measured by fill-in-the-

[blank/mask/gap] style templates. Here, we limit

the review to studies that include BERT; and (ii)

context-based NER in BERT, with special atten-

tion to the identification of person-type entities by

their contextual information.

2.1. Bias Measurement

Log Probability Bias Score (LPBS). Kurita

et al. (2019) measured gender bias based on the

masked token prediction task. They proposed the

LPBS to quantify the amount of bias in BERT em-

beddings by querying the underlying pre-trained

model. Using self-curated sentences as tem-

plates, e.g. [TARGET] is a [ATTRIBUTE], they
estimated the association between each of two tar-

gets (e.g. he/she) and one attribute (e.g. pro-

grammer). The difference between the calculated

associations for two targets he/she represents the

LPBS and can be used to estimate gender bias.

Discovery of Correlations (DisCo). Webster

et al. (2020) introduced DisCo, an intrinsic anal-

ysis to detect and measure gendered correla-

tions in pre-trained contextual representations.

DisCo is based on a set of templates, such as

[PERSON] studied [BLANK] at college., con-

taining two predefined slots. While the [PERSON]
slot is filled with elements taken from lists of

gender-related words (first names or gendered

nouns), the [BLANK] slot is used as a placeholder,
for which a model under test is asked to generate

any vocabulary item. Thus, an indication of bias is

obtained if the predictions differ in gender.

Context Association Test (CAT). Nadeem

et al. (2021) proposed CAT, a test that assesses

stereotypical biases in pre-trained language

models. Together with the associated crowd-

sourced StereoSet dataset, consisting of 16,995

CATs, the test can assess a model’s prefer-

ence for ranking stereotypical contexts higher

than anti-stereotypical contexts. The StereoSet

contains two types of CATs: intrasentence and

intersentence. An intrasentence CATs consists

of a fill-in-the-blank sentence template and a

set of three attributes: a stereotypical, an anti-

stereotypical, and an unrelated attribute. Biases

can be estimated by determining which attribute

has the highest probability of filling the gap. In

intersentence CATs a sample consists of a set

of sentences. A context sentence related to a

target group and several attribute sentences:

a stereotypical, an anti-stereotypical and an

unrelated sentence. The bias can be assessed

based on which attribute sentence is more likely

to be a successor to the context sentence. The

StereoSet dataset contains CATs to test four

forms of stereotype bias: gender, occupation,

race, and religion.

In the context of this work, another method for bias

assessment has been proposed (Nangia et al.,

2020; Kaneko and Bollegala, 2022). Both ap-

proaches are based on the pseudo-log-likelihood

(PLL) (Wang and Cho, 2019; Salazar et al., 2020)

score, where a sentence is iterated with each to-

ken being masked one by one, and the log like-

lihoods of all masked tokens are computed and

summed up. Both approaches use data sets

with sentence pairs containing a stereotype and

an anti-stereotype sentence (Nangia et al., 2020;

Kaneko and Bollegala, 2022). Although bias is es-

timated by applying masking, we do not investi-

gate these approaches further here because they

do not make use of fill-in-the-gap templates.
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2.2. Named Entity Recognition

Recently, Davody et al. (2022) described how pre-

trained BERT model can be used for NER by giv-

ing the model some contextual information about

the entity to be labeled. The authors introduced a

cloze-style approach that can be used as a stand-

alone, zero- or few-shot classifier for NER.The last

approach proposed by Davody et al. (2022), the

few-shot approach, will not be discussed here, as

it was not crucial for our experimental design.

The basicmethod of Davody et al. (2022) takes ad-

vantage of a low-cost classification using the pre-

trained LM by giving the model a cloze-style query,

for example,

‘I would like to visit Munich next week.

Munich is a [MASK].’

(Davody et al., 2022)

While the first part of the prompt – ‘I would like to

visit Munich next week.’ – provides the contex-

tual information about the entity, the second part

– ‘Munich is a [MASK].’ – serves as a predefined

template. In this example, the following 5 tokens

were predicted by BERT (large): city, success,
democracy, capital, dream, with city having the

highest probability value (0.43) of all predicted to-

kens. Using a representative word list defined

for each entity (Person, Organization, City, Ordi-

nal and Date), the prediction can then be correctly

mapped to an entity type. Since city is part of

the representative word list of the entity Location1,

‘Munich’ would be correctly mapped to the entity

type Location. Therefore, the trained model pre-

dicts the probabilities for all tokens contained in the

representative word lists and the entity type con-

taining the word with the highest predicted prob-

ability is selected. Davody et al. (2022) evaluated

this approach among several LM architectures and

the experiments showed that BERT in particular

can identify person-type entities based on context

alone with a high performance (F-score of 80 %).

3. Method

The results provided by Davody et al. (2022) raise

the question: When does the context of an entity

in a sentence appear as sufficiently personal to

the model? Or: When is a sentence too simple?

Inspired by their work, we propose the Fill-Mask

Templates Filter, a method based on masked to-

ken prediction that allows filtering for benchmark

templates that carry a high level of person-related

context and thus may be unsuitable for detecting

gender bias in LMs.

1location, city, country, region, area, province, state,

town (Davody et al., 2022)

How the process works. Given a potential

benchmark sentence template, the first step of the

Fill-Mask Templates Filter method is to replace the

demographic identifier with a [MASK] token. This

sentence is then fed into the fill-mask pipeline2,
which retrieves the token with the highest probabil-

ity for the masked demographic identifier. Based

on this token, the Fill-Mask Templates Filter clas-

sifies the template context as person-related (PR)

or non-person-related (NPR) using representative

words. The flowchart in Figure 1 describes the

steps taken during the implementation of the Fill-

Mask Templates Filter to categorize a template.

Figure 1: Diagram of the implementation steps

performed to classify a template as PR vs. NPR

by the Fill-Mask Templates Filter.

A representative list of words. Similar to

Davody et al. (2022), who defined representative

word lists for each entity type to perform NER

entity mapping, we defined two language-specific

representative word lists that aim to linguistically

reflect the high-level concept of the entity per-

son. Davody et al. (2022) suggested a number

of possible strategies for generating representa-

tive word lists. The authors also emphasized that

the approaches can be combined, which we did

in our experiment. For the following implementa-

tion, we took advantage of two curation strategies

suggested by Davody et al. (2022): (i) the use of

appropriate prompts to curate the representative

word list using the most likely mask filler for each

entity, and (ii) the curation of the representative

word list by a domain expert.

According to strategy (ii), we built on the represen-

tative word list3 for the person-type entity designed

by Davody et al. (2022). When following strategy

(i), we extended the word lists with a list of pro-

2https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/
main_classes/pipeline#transformers.
FillMaskPipeline

3person, man, woman, boy, girl, human, someone,

kid (Davody et al., 2022)

https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/main_classes/pipeline#transformers.FillMaskPipeline
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/main_classes/pipeline#transformers.FillMaskPipeline
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/main_classes/pipeline#transformers.FillMaskPipeline
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nouns4, since we observed the words – he/she

[EN]; er/sie [GER] – as the most likely person-

related mask fillers predicted by the models.

Categorization of PR vs. NPR. Based on

whether the most likely mask filler predicted by

the fill-mask pipeline for a given template is in-

cluded in the representative word list or not, the

template is classified as carrying person-related

context. Thus, the classification can be summa-

rized as follows:

• PR - most likely mask filler is present in rep-

resentative word list

• NPR - most likely mask filler is not present in

representative word list

4. Implementation

The flowchart in Figure 2 describes the three ex-

perimental phases of the study: (i) model training,

definition of (ii) benchmark templates, and (iii) gen-

der gap calculation.

(i) Model Training. The first phase consisted

of fine-tuning the two language-specific BERT

models to the NER task. In order to achieve

equivalent experimental conditions for the two lan-

guages tested – English and German – a dataset

was chosen that is available for both languages.

Thus, both monolingual BERT-base-cased mod-

els were fine-tuned for NER with the correspond-

ing WikiNEuRal (Tedeschi et al., 2021) training

dataset split. For more detailed information on the

model training and the statistics of each dataset

split, see the Model Training in Appendix.

(ii) Benchmark Templates. The benchmark

templates used to assess gender bias in NER

models typically consist of two main elements: a

person mention that the NER model should iden-

tify as a person-type entity, and a sentence con-

text in which the person mention is embedded in

(Mehrabi et al., 2020). We will refer to them here

as (a) first name lists and (b) sentence templates.

(a) First Name Lists. The English and German

first name lists were obtained from two public re-

sources that track first name statistics in the United

States and Germany, respectively. For the United

States, we used the ‘Baby Names from Social

Security Card Applications’5 dataset, which con-

tains all names from Social Security card appli-

cations after 1879. For Germany, we retrieved

the data from the ‘Statistics of the Most Common

41st person, 2nd person, 3rd person [cased and un-

cased]; for both language-specific lists, see the Repre-

sentative Word Lists in Appendix
5https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/baby-

names-from-social-security-card-applications-
national-data

First Names for Each Birth Year’6. From both

datasets, we derived the 500 most popular first

names from 2008 to 2021. This is the largest time

range common to both datasets, with the high-

est number of first names registered. Additional

features such as year of birth, assigned gender

at birth (AGAB), and the popularity of the name,

represented by the frequency of the first name,

were also taken into account. We merged the first

names of these fourteen years according to AGAB

for each country and reduced them to the unique

first name mentions while preserving the popular-

ity/frequency ranking. In order to get first name

lists of equal length for both languages, we cut the

name lists of all four [AGAB, country] groups to the

size of the shortest of these lists, which was 685

first names.

(b) Sentence Templates. To select the (b) sen-

tence templates, we ran the Fill-Mask Templates

Filter and created two sets of templates for each

language – person-related (PR) and non-person-

related (NPR) templates. The textual data for

the sentence templates were extracted from the

WikiNEuRal (Tedeschi et al., 2021) test data splits

to keep in the same domain of the training data.

Furthermore, for both languages, the test-dataset

splits were reduced to sentences with exactly one

person-type annotation7, which is referenced in

a gender-neutral way to ensure correct syntax

and semantics of the sentence. For the Fill-Mask

Templates Filter implementation, entities anno-

tated as person were replaced with the [MASK]

token. Each of the [EN/GER, PR/NPR] groups

contains 75 templates randomly selected from the

language-specific PR and NPR bins, for 150 tem-

plates per language and 300 templates in total.

(iii) Gender Gap Calculation. Finally, in the last

phase of the study, we calculated the gender gap

for each template. First, we composed language-

related benchmark templates by inserting 685 first

names of each AGAB group from the (a) first name

lists into each of the 300 (b) sentence templates.

This means 685 variations of a composed tem-

plate (first name embedded in sentence template)

for each AGAB group and thus 1,370 variations

per template in total. We then determined for each

template and each group, female assigned at birth

(FemaleAAB) and male assigned at birth (MaleAAB),

6https://www.beliebte-vornamen.de/22932-
wissenschaftliche-quelle.htm

7WikiNEuRal is annotated according to the IOB2 tag-

ging scheme. According to this scheme, a person entity

can consist of several person-type tags: at least one B-

PER (beginning of entity) and several I-PER (is inside

entity). Since in the course of this paper we perform the

bias testing with first names only, person entities con-

sisting of multiple PER tags were reduced to a [MASK]

token before executing the Fill-Mask Templates Filter.

https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/baby-names-from-social-security-card-applications-national-data
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/baby-names-from-social-security-card-applications-national-data
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/baby-names-from-social-security-card-applications-national-data
https://www.beliebte-vornamen.de/22932-wissenschaftliche-quelle.htm
https://www.beliebte-vornamen.de/22932-wissenschaftliche-quelle.htm
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Figure 2: Diagram of the experimental steps performed to assess gender bias in BERT fine-tuned for

NER with PR and NPR templates.

how many first name mentions were not identi-

fied as person-type entities by the NER model –

FNR, as well as the corresponding type of bias

(FemaleAAB bias, if the FNR was larger for this

group, or MaleAAB bias otherwise).

5. Results

PR vs. NPR Templates. As shown in Fig-

ure 3, for both languages, English and German,

the gender gap (in percentage values) obtained

with templates classified as NPR by the Fill-Mask

Templates Filter was greater than that obtained

with templates classified as PR. A Mann-Whitney

U test, performed separately for each language,

showed that the difference between the template

groups was significant at the p = 0.05 level. Ac-

cording to these results, an existing gender bias

in the trained BERT model is more likely to be de-

tected when scoring is done with previously classi-

fied NPR templates. In other words, these results

suggest that NPR templates are better at detecting

potential gender bias in a BERT NER model.

Lexical Complexity. To investigate possible

reasons for the difference in results between PR

and NPR templates, we evaluated several linguis-

tic features for the two template groups (cf. Ta-

ble 1). In addition to raw text features such as

word and sentence length, morpho-syntactic and

syntactic features were also evaluated. For ex-

ample, lexical density, calculated as the ratio of

content words (verbs, nouns, adjectives, and ad-

verbs) to the total number of tokens in the tem-

plate. As for syntactic features, we evaluated the

depth of the parse tree, calculated as the longest

path from the root of the dependency tree to a

leaf. The Flesch Reading Ease score (Flesch,

1979) is a commonly used measure of the read-

ability of a text, with higher values indicating an

easier to understand text. All scores were calcu-

lated separately for each sentence and reported

as mean (M) and median (Mdn) values. The set

of features considered in Table 1 captures differ-

ent aspects of sentence complexity. Overall, with

the exception of lexical density, the computed val-

ues indicate a slight tendency towards longer sen-

tences, greater parse tree depth and lower read-

ability for the NPR templates compared to the PR

templates. This means that NPR templates, which

have a higher probability of being detected, have a

higher linguistic complexity. The largest difference

occurred in the readability score.

Bias Direction. For 271 out of 300 templates,

a higher FemaleAAB false negative rate was ob-

tained, while 20 had higher MaleAAB false nega-

tive rate values, and 9 templates had similar false

negative rate values for MaleAAB and FemaleAAB

(i.e., no gender gap). The highestMaleAAB-related

gender gap achievedwas about 10% (gray square

in Figure 3, for German). Thus, the 300 templates

and 411,000 template permutations tested here do

not provide a clear evidence of a specific bias di-

rection, but rather a tendency of both BERT NER

models to perform better in identifying MaleAAB

first names, namely in 90.33 % of the test cases.

The gender gap analysis presented here refers

only to the two models trained in the course of

the experimental implementation and serves as a

proof-of-concept for the introduced Fill-Mask Tem-

plates Filter.
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Figure 3: Gender gaps (module of the difference between FNR for FemaleAAB and MaleAAB groups

in %) for PR and NPR templates. Circles/squares indicate FemaleAAB/MaleAAB bias respectively. Black

triangles indicate no gender gap.

Language EN GER

Classification PR NPR PR NPR

Summary Statistics M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn M Mdn

Word Length 4.11 4.18 4.22 4.19 4.97 4.87 5.11 5

Sentence Length 14.89 13 19.23 17 12.05 11 15.69 13

Lexical Density 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.39

Max. Depth of Parse Tree 4.4 4 5.25 5 4.28 4 4.81 4

Flesch Reading Ease 56.32 61.34 36.34 44.08 58.25 64.5 38.05 55.5

Table 1: Assessment of linguistic features.

PR=person-related; NPR=non-person-related; M=mean; Mdn=median

6. Discussion

A method, called here Fill-Mask Templates Fil-

ter, is proposed to filter out sentence templates

to be used in the assessment of gender bias in

BERT-based NER models. A larger gender gap

was found when sentences classified as NPR by

the method were used in a person detection task

compared to sentences classified as PR. These

results support previous findings on the vulnera-

bility of BERT models to entity context Simoncini

and Spanakis (2021) and Dirkson et al. (2022),

and support the need to curate benchmark tem-

plates for bias with particular attention to their suit-

ability for detecting bias. Furthermore, the results

presented also highlight the weaknesses of bias

evaluation using benchmark data in LMs. A ma-

jor drawback of this approach, which is also high-

lighted by the results of this study, is that the re-

sults can be difficult to interpret if the direction of

the gender gap is ambiguous. In addition, bench-

mark datasets for bias detection should be cu-

rated to cover the actual demographic distribu-

tion of the use case under consideration, other-

wise no bias will be detected. Demographics, rep-

resented by demographic identifiers such as first

names, remain a challenging factor to reflect in lin-

guistic expression. However, in a black-box sce-

nario, without further knowledge of or access to

a NER model, bias assessment using benchmark

datasets may be the only option available to jus-

tify the use of this approach. Thus, additional re-

search is needed to better understand data-based

bias evaluation of LMs, e.g., regarding appropriate

benchmark data size, appropriate demographic

reflection, and interpretation of ambiguous results.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

The assessment of gender bias is particularly im-

portant in the context of NER, since it is widely

used to detect, among other things, person en-

tities. Therefore, we have paid special attention

to this task. However, despite the promising re-

sults for NER, the question of the generalizabil-

ity of the method presented here remains unan-

swered. Further research is needed to evaluate

the extent to which these results can be trans-

ferred to other model architectures and other NLP

tasks.

In addition, this study provided an initial assess-

ment of the quality of the benchmark data, which

we consider to be a first step in future research

on how to evaluate such templates for their abil-

ity to detect bias in LMs. In the work presented

here, this evaluation was based on the most likely

mask filler predicted by the model. A natural ex-

tension of this work is to extend the analysis to the

n-most likely mask fillers, i.e., the top-5 or top-10.

One possible shortcoming that could be associ-

ated with such an extension from just one param-

eter (the one most likely mask filler) to an entire

parameter list (a ranked list of mask fillers) is the

dilution of the results. For example, if a person-

related word is ranked 10th in the list of the most

likely mask fillers with a very low probability, the

template is still classified as a PR template. A

complementary metric, e.g., the probability scores

of the proposed masked fillers, can be additionally

considered in this case.

In order to develop a complete picture of which

mask fillers can be considered as person-related,

additional work is needed to examine more

person-related words. The results provide initial

indications that the gender gap tends to be smaller

when the most likely mask filler is a person’s first

or last name, or even an artistic pseudonym. This

was also observed for other person-related words,

such as a person’s job title. The results of these

observations suggest that a wordlist-based ap-

proach has its weaknesses due to the large va-

riety of person-specific words, and that at least its

extension is an important topic for future research.

8. Limitations

This study was limited by the lack of resources

that would allow it to adequately reflect the non-

binary community. Two statistical resources were

used to curate the (a) first name lists, both of which

capture the binary assigned sex at birth AGAB.

Thus, this study, being limited to these two groups,

FemaleAAB and MaleAAB, lacks the representation

of a non-binary community. An additional uncon-

trolled factor related to the two statistical sources

mentioned is the possibility that they do not re-

flect the actual demographic distributions in the

two countries in a coherent and comparable way.

For the German list, the data were curated from

a representative sample of birth reports through-

out the country. Thus, the sex assignment can be

considered as AGAB. The English list was com-

piled from statistics on Social Security card ap-

plications for births that occurred in the United

States. Therefore, we assume that the sex as-

signment of this data set is also AGAB. Third, the

scope of this study was limited to the type of bias

analyzed. Although the proposedmethod could be

applied to template selection for other types of so-

cial bias benchmarking, we evaluated its applica-

bility to gender bias detection. A natural extension

of this work would be to analyze its generalizability

to other social biases.

Ethics Statement

The propagation of gender bias from LMs to the

real world is an undisputed possibility that can

have negative consequences for humans. The

method described here can contribute to the de-

velopment and application of fairer algorithms by
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A. Appendix

A.1. Representative Words List

The English words highlighted in italic are col-

lected by Davody et al. (2022) as a representative

word list for the person entity type. Their German

translations have also been added to the German

list.

English: I, me, my, mine, myself, you, your,

yours, yourself, he, him, his, himself, she, her,

hers, herself, person, man, woman, boy, girl, hu-

man, someone, kid

German: ich, mich, mir, mein, meiner, du, dich,

dir, dein, deiner, sie, ihr, ihrer, er, ihn, ihm, seiner,

Person, Mann, Frau, Junge, Mädchen, jemand,

Kind

A.2. WikiNEuRal Dataset Statistics

Split Art. Sent. Tok. µLen. µNEs

EN 50k 116k 2.73M 23.53 1.67

GER 50k 124k 2.19M 17.66 1.42

Table 2: WikiNEuRal dataset statistics (Tedeschi

et al., 2021).

Split PER ORG LOC MISC Other

EN 51k 31k 67k 45k 2.4M

GER 60k 32k 59k 25k 1.87M

Table 3: WikiNEuRal entities statistics (Tedeschi

et al., 2021).

A.3. Model Training

As a pre-trained model, bert-base-cased and

bert-base-german-cased were used. For the im-
plementation of the NER task we used the NERDA

framework (Kjeldgaard and Nielsen, 2021).
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